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INTRODUC ICON
During the period October 1, 1968 to March 30, 1969 the Man
Machine Systems Laboratory continued with projects previously reported
and began two new ones. Two were completed and two discontinued. It
is convenient to categorize projects under two headings - a first dealir_^,
with remote manipulation and control and a second concerned with inanual
control experiments and models generally.
Under remote manipulation Barber continued his investigation of
human supervisory control, Leighton continued his work in air jet touch
display with special emphasis on a hardware demonstration. Byrnes slid
a new study on a touch sensor device. Finally Hardin continued his study
of formal data structures for computer-aided planning of manipulation
task execut-ion. Harder's research on heuristic: • for obstacle avoidance
was discontinued in order that he concentrate on .another project.
Under the general manual control category, D. C.. Miller completed
his doctoral thesis and R. A. Miller completed his S.M. thesis work.
Vickers continued his studies of preview control of maze search. Verplank
and. Ferrellundertook work newly supported under this grant on information
theory models in vehicle control, and Ingram undertook new research in the
general area of two person games. It is expected that the latter lice of work
will eventually contribute to multi-operator cooperation in dynamic control
tasks.
The Man Machine Systems Laboratory group has had considerable
inte r action with the Dis pl ay and Hum an F acto rs Group of the M: I. T. A;)ollo
Project and has interested them in problems of remote manipulation, ex-
pecially the hardware aspects of supervisory control.
ii
A. REMOTE MANIPULATION
A. 1. An Experimental Study of Supervisory Controlled Remote
Manipulation. - D. T. Barber
Work performed during this time period was concerned with
1) modeling the data recorded in the delay-lag experiment reported in
the previous progress report, and 2) formulating a model for the general
case of supervision in informational and/or decision theory terins. Both
of these areas are part of a program attempting to relate performance
measures in manipulative tasks to control variables or strategies. The
aim of the p r ogram is the identification of trade-off available to the designer
of remote manipulator systems.
Part 1. A model for analogic: control with delays and lags.
A program was written to simulate a two-dimensional manually
controlled manipulator on a computer generated display. The prograrn
allowed for the systematic variation of the manipulator dynamics (lag
time constant T) and the time delay T between the operator and manipulator.
The sampled data approximation to this system which was used to gene: ate
the display is as follows:
U N	operator's control input at time period N
Y  = system positio., at time period N
Y N I /T (U N - YN)
YNt-1 Y  + Y  d 
The operator's feedback is Y N_T* The sarnpling time At was 1/16 ;.ec.
The time history of the responses Y to random step inputs was recorded
on magnetic tape and later played back for data reduction and analysis.	 A
program was written to examine these responses and count the number of
waits and the amount of time spent waiting. The program also coniputed
task completion times.
Waits were found by computing the derivative of cont ,I motions U,
and looking for areas where 1U I was less than a tolerance (0. 1 cu/sec.)
for at least 0. 5 sec. Eac!7 such instance was counted as a wait and the time
of the period was added co time spent waiting. This waiting time was then
R
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divided by the task completion time, for a per cent time waiting, and
then averaged over all 64 trials at the particular delay and lag. This
average per cent time waiting is plotted versus delay and lag in Figs. 1
and 2, x and y motions of the control stick were analyzed separately.
The total task completion time, again averaged over all of the 64 trials
at each delay and lag, is shown in Fig. 3.
The form of this data is as shown below:
Similar delayed manipulation experiments were performed by
Ferrell	 with a one-dimensional rrianip-xlator and constant lag. He
found that an upper bound on task completion ,.ime could be described
b y a relation of the form:
T c =tO +(N+1) T
where to was the motion time when the operator was forced to do the
task open loon with no delay, N was the number of open loop moves,
and T  was the task completion tinie. Ferrel measured to separately
by allowing the operator to move only with his eyes closed, and making
hint stop before opening his eyes for feedback,
The crucial assumption required to use this relation to calculate
alp expected completion time for an arbitrary delay T was that N, the
number of moves requ'_;:-ed to perfurm the task did not depend on the delay.
Ferrell presented data to verify this and also to show that the operators
motion (as opposed `o waiting) time t o was also independent of T.
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To extend this .form of model to the case of variable lags between
master arid slave positions we make the same sort of assumptions:
1. to = i-raster motion time, independent of delay T and lag T.
2. t  = slave motion time, the time required for the slave's
lagged response to settle enough to allow the operator to plan another move.
If we assume the operator is inputting steps at the master, the slave'e
responses will be exponentials. In this case, it seems reasonable that
for each open loop command move, the operator must watch the slave
move for some fixed fraction of the total step response time of approxi-
mately 3 T before initiating another move. This mean; that the total
slave rnotion time, for the complete task, - would be:
T 1 = c(N + 1) T
The (N + 1) terry.-. appearing in these equat i ons is due to the task
cotr.pletion times being neasured from the first move of the master until
the slave has finished moving. This means that one extra delay time is
counted.
3. For each open loop move, the operator must wait a delay T
before he t-an u°gin to see the slave's response to that move. These task
components combine to yield al, expected task completion time
T c =to +(N+1) (T+CT)	 (l)
This relation., being linear in T and r, is of the proper form to describe
the data of Fig. 3. The next step will be to fit straight lines to the data
of Fig. 3, by a least ,quares technique perhaps, and then to evaluate the
paraineters a, b, and c in
T =a +bT +cTC
The recorded histories of operator commands should be examined to verify
that N was independent of T and T, and to determine: whether the slave motion
time ti, was always proportional to T.
T
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A better understanding of the operator's strategy will be obtained
by changing the analysis program to calculate the lengi:hs of waits as a
function of delay and lag. The program used to generate Figs. 1 and 2
merely counted all waits > 0. 5 sec, and therefore did not confirm that
wait lengths are proportional to both delay and lag.
Two factors were noted about the data which are not included in
the models. At very long lags (> 2. 5 sec. ) the operator purposely overshoots
in his commands to minimize time. The following graph is a typical
"doublet" response.
TAME
This strategy minimizes completion time by increasing the initial slave
motion rate. It was used only with long lags and short delays.
>
	
	 Secondly, average waiting times do not appear to be proportional
to lag. All waits were counted that were > T. and these were used to
calculate a per cent time waiting as in Fig. 1 and 2. When waits were
defined in this _-anner, per cent waiting could be described by the following
graph.
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This is inconsistent with our model making assumptions about
waiting lengths.
A detailed analysis of this data would require examination of all
wait lengths, rather than just the average as was calculated by my program.
An equation describing the relations of Fig. 1 and 2 can be obtained
from. Eq. (1), subject to the same assumptions. In Eq. (1), t o is the
operator's motion time, and the second ter ii represents the time he spends
waiting,	 (N + 1) T is the time he waits for feedback to begin and c(N+ 1)T
is the time waiting for the slave response to settle 	 Therefore the per
cent time waiting is:
(N + 1) (CT + T) x 10 0 	 (2)per cent = to +(N+ 1) (CT +T)
This fits the form of Figs. 1 and 2, but again the next step is fitting
straight lines co the data and seeing if the parameters 3o generated are
reasonable in .:he light of Eq. (2).
8 -
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In the previous report I de3cr:be .d an attempt to predict when the
operator would move and when he would wait (in real time) based on his
uncertainty in the slave manipulators position. An empirical measure of
uncertainty was defined as
U
t
(t) = Ydt I 	 (t)) + c I x (t-T)i	 (3)
t-T
x(t) = slave position
U(t) = master position
The original hypotheses wary that the operator would continue to move
open loop until his IU (t) exceeded a threshold. He would then wait until
feedback reduced V enough to initiate and then move.
A program was written to compute U(t) from the recerded command
histories, and display it. The photograph below is typical and shows x(t) and
U(t) on the top trace and U(t) on the bottom. 'Phis defined function does
have local maxima when the operator waits and minima when he starts to
mode again, but obviously the operator is not using a constant uncertainty
threshold... There are also spikes in 'U(t) at the instant when x(t) (slave
output:) starts to move. This is due to a mismatch in the magnitude of the
two terms of Eq. (3). The first term is the uncertainty due to his control
motions and the second the uncertainty due to the movement of his feedback.
- 9 -
It seems obvious that U(t) should be continuous, i. e. , that his
uncertainty is the same just before end just after the feedback indicator
starts to move.
If the operator is inputting steps, the first tern 	 dt(U(t) of Eq. (3)
is the magnitude of the step, and the second term c I x (t-T) 	 is the initial
velocity of the slave feedback. This initial velocity is merely equal to
	
ic(t-T) =	 U(t - T) - x (t - T)
T
Continuity therefore requires that c in Eq. (3) be equal to T, or that
Eq. (3) be rewritten as
t
U(t) =	 dt 
ti 
U (t) ^.	 + T ! x (t - T) I
t 
Furthermore, the calculated trace shows that the operator is scaling his
uncertainty threshold by the magnitude of the perceived error. He is more
likely to initiate another move even if his uncertainty is quite large if he
sees the error as very large. At small error magnitude' he must wait
until his uncertainty is very low to tell ii he even needs another m r.,ve or
has successfully completed the task in some tolerance. This suggests that
the final definition of U(t) be of the form
t
	dt	 U(t'!	 + T I k (t - T)I
U(t) = t-	 ---	 (4)
x(t - T) - xtarget
The analysis program which generated the photograph will be modified to
display U(t) as defined in Eq. (4).
Part 2. Assigning information measures to manipulative tasks.
An attempt was made to calculate the information content of
manipulative tasks involving assembly of components by extending an
analysis of Homer Jacobson. This analysis was based or. the axiom
- 10 -
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•that information must be relative to the environment, much as entropy
is referred to a standard state. This information is composed of the
following parts:
1. concentration term - concentration of parts that make up
mechanism in the environment.
I c =	 log2	 Cm	 conc. in mechanism after assembly
Z'	
cie	 cone. in environment before zssembly
This formulation assumes a uniform initial and final distribu-
tion (concentration) of parts.
The analysis can easily be extended to cases where objects
are described by spatial distributions (for instance, if initial and
final distribution are normal with standard derivation of a- i and (Tf,
the information generated in the transformation can be calculated
as
I  = 2 log?	 T 
a'.
i )
I  involves gathering components together in final volume but
still in random order..
2. organization term - orientation and placement.
I  = log 2	V
xi yi z1
tolerances both for the ith
comparison
8Tr^
Lori -log? v Al. e A2. A3 .
tolerances
- it -
-^	 : ,r	 r_W	 .	 -_ •wrs r#"' - .- ..-- - - "!z -'----- 3w-	 - r	 .
I	 =log	 8 3Vorg	 2 Ax.oy.oz.LAIiLA2.DA3.
I	 usually too high - equivalent parts symmetry etc.
org
3. degeneracy terms
a. VL indentical parts reduces I I, OT by log,( K )
b. symmetry no. = number of symmetry planes hs
A5 = 24 for cube
reduces	 ITOT by log, 'M1s
The information calculated from these components is the total
number of bits needed to specify completely the goal state, given the
statistics of the initial state. It unfortunately says nothing about how the
transition from initial to final states should be accomplished. The oroblem
is that the calculation does not consider that errors might be made which
would change the state space path required to reach the goal. It does say
establish about the minimum information content of the command string to
accomplish the task.
A more promising approach might be to look for measures over
some more task related dimension than detailed motion of the manipulator's
end point.
Part 3. general model of supervision
An overall flow chart was generated to identify the communication
channels involved in supervising an intelligent manipulator performing a
task.
While this model does identify most of the interactions involved in
supervision, it is toc broad-scale, tco qualitative to be used as a model of
human performance. It was decided to limit the initial investigation by
concentrating on the direct or command channel from supervisor to super-
visee. In particular I looked at the decision involved in specifying the length
- 12 -
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of time (or amount of task accomplished) covered in one command, after
which the supervisor would check on supervisee progress and issue a new
command string. The variables to be related to command length were the
completion times of tasks and the probabilities of errors.
	 0
Part 4. a simple model of supervisory control
1
A model of manipulation was needed which lay between a detailed --
specification (i. e. , state space) of the atoms, or elemental moves of the
manipulator and the general overview described in the previous flow chart.
It was suggested by Ferrell that a manipulative task be viewed as a series
of goals or states to be completed sequentially. 	 A task could be thought of
as a series of gates to be traversed, each with a probability of successful
completion by the slave manipulator. TH s effectively reduces a manipulation
to a :angle probability dimension.
	 The supervisor must decide how many
gates the manipulator should attempt before reporting back. We assume that
the supervisor has a cost function to minimize which reflects a trade-off
between supervisor's time and the probability of manipulator error.
	
Three
different formulations of structure of this trade-off were made, each of which
yielded a different description of the supervisor's decision rule.
A. It was assumed that 1) the probability of completing all
gates was equal = P and independent.	 2) The cost of a
command is C = co
 + c 1 N where N = number of gates
in the command, 3) an error on a command of length N
requires a recovery move of length 2 N, and 4) the task
was of finite length
cost of success = c 	 + c	 - c	 P + c N)0	 2	 3	 1
cost of failure = 3(c 0 + 62 + c3 P+ c 1 N)
task is	 moves long,
how long (N) should average string be 7
Nacost/average move = (1 - P )[co+c2 +c3P+c 1 N +PN3[CO+c2+c3P+c1N
total expected cost = R/N(1+2PN) Eco+c2 +c3 P+c 1 NJ }
s,
- 13 - r9t
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I then calculated the length of the average command N which
would minimize the total cost of task completion. Since the
probabilities of errors cascade and multiply together for
each gate (Perror	 success= 1 - (P	 ) N ) the likelihood of a
success decreases very rapidly as N increases. The mini-
mum cost was always to command the whole task in one
command of length
	 ;since this costs only 1 co
 plus the cost
	 ------
of executing the string twice again. While this result is of
limited usefulness, it does point out the critical role that
error recovery plays in determining an optimal supervisor
strategy. Any explicit calculation of task length requires an
assumption of error recovery strategy, and most are recursive
in that the end point of an error condition is the starting point
for a new attempt to gain the goal state.
B. Ferrell suggested that the task be considered infinitely long,
and that the supervisor merely picks the length of string
(number of gates). Error costs occur when an error occurs
on the nth gate in an m length command, the supervisor is
charged for m gates but restarted at the nth. The 'cost ex-
pected per command was c = m k + k + (1 - pm)c.
m = length of command
p = probability of success on 1 gate
c = cost of an error
Ferrell developed an iterative solution for minimum cost by
calculating a cost for a very long command (n). The cost is
then calculated for a command n-1 long, and the process iterates
until the cost does not decrease. He found that this point was
reached when
"The relative incremental cost decrease per gate because
of a 1 gate longer command equals the relative incremental
probability of failure.'' (n versus n-1)
The problem with this model is in the implicit assumption that
errors are detected immediately and the manipulator stops
14
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ashort of the desired end point for that command perhaps
but still on the proper (only ) trajectory to the goal.
C. A more realistic assuniption for error was generated to
account for this pr()blenh, and to reflect the y
 fact that the
operator knows, in planning his first move, that lie will ket
feedback and knjw the exact starting point of the second
source when lie plans it.
Assume: the in ailipalator always cooipletes a coni nia nd of length
I.,	 but its actual end point call be described by a probability distribution
about the desired end point. There are no errors as such; undesired end
states appear in the distributions weighted by their probabilities of occurrance.
For an illustrative example, assunhe that the end point of a command L long
can be described by a normal distribution about L N ,,:ith the standard deviation
a function of L
L
f
x^ 1 (xo+L1'!
fx (x l I xo , L 1 ) =	 e
PT 
a-(L1)
the distribution of the end point x 2 of the second move given the end of the
first: x  is	 2 - (xo +L2 )} .'.
	
1	 Z(`'(LZ-xl)
fY (x2 l x l , L2 -x l ) _ -	 ---	 —e ft
r
pTr Lr(LZ
- 
xl)
These can be combined to give the distribution of x2 given that it desired
to get to L2 in 2- moves with the first move attempted to L,
- 15-
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- o0
comvvivrlon
-	 1	
00	
r	 --	
(xl.xo-L1)2	 (x^_xo_LZ^2
+
2? a(L	 dx	 exp1)- 001
	 ^(L2-xl)	 L	
cT2(L
1 )
	 a- (L - x )
2	 1
Fo find the optiri.al strategy for a goal N a%\ 3 y, the operator would have
to:
a. calculate the probability of being within a tolerance and the cost
for all 2- move cases L and N -1, long and fired the lowest cost
L for two moves.
b. Then, repeat by splitting N into 3 moves and vary the lengths
ove •- all possible --ascs. The cascading of' S moves is exactly
anal agoiis to the 2 niuve case above.
This strategy not only calculates how inany c,)iYinzands to use to
attempt to reach a goal, but also determines the length of eac=h. it does
hu,,% , ever require more computation than the previous models which were
conceived only with average coinma.nd lengths.
These calculations do indicate a possible implementation of computer
aided manipulation suggested by Ward Edwards.
	 Tile human is probably good
at estiniating prior probabilities and the Computer could generate distributions
and perform the cascading and variational computations to yield optimal
command links.
A. 2. Air Jet Touch Display. - S. B. Leighton and D. N. Wormley
Air .lets have been proposed as a nieans of communicating, via the
tactile sense, with the blind or deaf, and also for giving touch information
to operators of remote manipulators. the present work consists of a specific
design of an air jet display, using a tine to space multiplexing system, anala-
gous to that use: in television.
- 1 ti -
Basic niultiplexing parts
Fib;. 4.
Assembled tactile dsplay
In order to fit conveniently on the local end of a remote manipulator,
and in'order not to impede the operator's motion, a display must be small
and have a mininzurri aniou.nt of tubin,, and cabling leadin c, to it. Tc satisf-y
that requirement, the displ,-y uses a multiplexing system consisting essen-
tially of the cylinders shown in Fig. 4. A three by three array of U. 645 in.
diameter holes appears in the fixed base, second from the le.`-. 	 The fin-er
is held over these holes inside the cylinder. A scannin,,, drr:m, on the far
right, moves over this at constant speed, and carries a spiral pattern of
holes. A shutter, second from the right, pulled by a magnet armature on
the far left, opens and . closes the holes at the appropriate positions. A
PDP-ti computer controls the shutter on the basis of shaft encoder informa-
tion from the scanner and programmed pattern information. Figure. 5 shows
the completely assembler device. All of the electronics, and the motor for
the scanrer and the magnet for the shutter, are w-ithin the cylinder. It is
felt that a second model could be made significantly smaller than this first
expe rmiental one.
Initial tests have proved that the multiplexing idea is completely
feasible, and ca , _ 'bo expanded to larger arrays and higher speeds. This
dtoplai can be run at 3 scans sec., and the pattern can be changed for
each scan. Human subjects have difficulty recognizing static p atterns, due
t , lack of an absolute reference. However, a pparent motion, as patterns
are changed, is readily recognized. More detailed data is available in a
thesis, to be available in July.
A, 3. Inductive Displ ac ein ent Transducer for Touc h S en so r. - J. J. B yrnes
anti D. E. Whitney
Introduction
The operator of a remote manipulator can usually see the objects
being grasped by the slave hand, but fie has no tactile feedback to tell hini
the te:<^ure or detailed shape of the object. There is a need for a small,
dependable, rugged transducer to fit in the ''fingers" of a manipulator hand.
Such a unit must give reproducible resalts, preferrabiy linear, and with
no hysteresis..
	 ,
I—
caul[
Fig. 6.
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Solution
An inductive transducer has been 'built. It is simply a variable
core transformer. The primary is 100 turns of No. 40 wire, the secondary
1000 turns of +,he ::ante. It is about 1/4 in. in diameter and 1/4 in. long;
and could probably be made snialler. See Fig. 6.
In this Figure, R I and R 3 are the coil resistances.  V I is a depen-
dent source wl-dch models the voltage induced in the secondary by current
fluctuations in the primary:
diI
V I = M
dt
M is the mutual inductance between primary acid secondary, and varies
with core position. In Laplace transform notation the input-output relation
is
V 	 R 2 M	 s
V i
	L I L 2	 R1
s +	 s +
 )LI
P"	 vl
d^	 L	 L1 R^ Vo
R2 + R3
R3L2
We expect the following frequency response behavior:
103 t.J
Fig. 7.
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Experiment data confirm this. Frequencies were searched for a
value at which the output V  with core fully in waz, greatest with respect
to output with core fully out. A value of 1 kHz was chosen, at which the
ratio of core in to core out V o is 3. At this frequency, the value of Vo
versus core position was measured carefully and appears in Fig. 8.
These results are quite linear in the region from 0. 10 in to 0.22 in. and
show good reproducibility and no hysteresis.
-20_
IA. -1. Com uter Aided Planning of Manipulation Tasks, - P. A. Hardin
Progress this term has concentrated in refining; and generalizing;
a system for planning manipulation tasks.
The process of planning manipulation tasks has been broken down
into two parts. The first part concerns moving one object to a goai location.
The second part decides the order in which to move seven objects to goal
locations.
Stenuning from simulation anu analysis described in the fall, 1968
progress report represents information about the planned moves on a tree
structure. This tree is different from the usual decision trees in t at the
branches on it are all AND branches, whereas most decision trees hove OR
branches.
Tree Generation
A brief description of the system and the way it works tollow•s.
Two things are necessary before the system can generate the tree.
First, it must know which object is to be rnoved and where. Second, it
must have a modified state space representction of the physical space.
The tre-- is generated in the following manner. The plan is made
in state space to move the designated object to the goal position. if this
path does not pass through any movable objects, then it can be executed
directly. If it does pass through some objects, they must be moved before
this path can be executed.	 At the top of the tree (the first level) is the
object we want to irnove. On the second level are those objects we must
move in order to move the first level object. The tree will generally have
several branches from the first level node connecting it to the second level
nodes. For each of the objects on the second level (the second level nodes),
there will have to be a state space plan to move each of them to their out-
of-the-way places. If these paths require other objects to be moved, then
these are added as lower levels to the tree with a branch from each of them
to the object (node) above.
This process continues until one of the following situations occurs:
1) an object at the end of a branch can be moved without moving any other
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objects; 2) a lc.gica] loop is (letected; 3) an object we want to move is
impossi-Ae tc move. These are the only ways in which the tree generation
will terminate.
The following example will illustrate the idea explained above.
In Fig. 9 is a configuration of blocks (the blocks are 1 unit square; the
jaws, when closed, are also 1 unit square). The goal of this task is to
move A tc the location marked as Goal A.
Before we start, vve need sor_ie costs of moving each block. For
the purposes here, let u3 use the following costs.
Block A = 40 units
Block B = 40 units
Block C = 45 units
Block D = 30 units
Block E = 25 units
Block F = 35 units
Block G = 25 units
So that the reader can follow the cost computation in the state space,
the following charges will be made for moving one unit in the physical space.
Moving one unit with the jaws empty and closed costs 1 unit. Moving
with the jaws open and enipty costs 2 units. Opening or closing the jaws
costs 1 unit. Moving with an object in the jaws (carrying an object) costs 3
tinits. Pushing; an object costs 4 units. The jaws can push or carry only
one object at a time. The jaws cannot pass between the objects as they are
now placed. The jaws cannot be rotated.
The first step to obtaining a solution is to find the lowest cost path
for moving A to the goal position. The lowest cost path is to push A down
4 units to its goal position, and the cost is 16 units for pushing plus 40 units
for moving through i3, a total of 56 units. An alternative path worth investi-
gating is to push A to the left 2 units (through F), then grasp A and carry it
to the goal. The cost of this is 8 units for pushing, 8 units to grasp A (4 for
moving closed, 1 for opening, 2 for moving to A, 1 for closing to grasp A),
18 units for carrying A down to the goal, and 35 units for having moved
through F, a total of 6.9 units.
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0The cheapc-st path seems to be to move B out of the way. The
tree structure is starting; to take shape, 	 as shown in Fig. 10a.	 We now
must find a state space path for moving F. The cheapest path is to push
li up three units.	 This path costs 12 units plus 40 units for moving through
A, a total of 52 units.	 The tree is now as shown in Fig. 10b,	 and the tree
is terminated in a loop.
V al idatiorr
The validation phase of the system decides if the plan xe have made
is suitable, and works in the following manner: Where a branch has ended
in condition 1) above, the cost of moving that object is calculated and that
cost replaces the estinated cost in the state space representation. If a
branch were terminated by conditions 2) or 3), then a coat of infinity (or
its equivalent in the systeni we are using) replaces the estimated cost of
moving that object. We now proceed to replace all the lowest level costs
with these calculated or derived costs. The next step is to plan the state
space path for p roving the next level higher object in the tree structure.
if the path found for moving this object involves objects other than those
which were included when the tree was generated, we must return to the
tree generation phase to add these new obj ects to the tree and to remove
any objects which are not included in the latest path. We nrust now calcu-
late the costs for moving these new objects, and replace the estimated
costs with them. After a nurr ►ber of iterations of this process, the state
space path will indicate moving only objects whose costs have been calcu-
lated.
The process of validation_ must continve until all branches of the
tree have been evaluated and the cost of moving; the object which initiated
the search has been calculated. When we reach this point we know what
the entire sequence will cost and how it is to be performed. (However, if the
cost of proving the object is infinity, then it cannot be moved. ) Execution of
the sequence proceeds from the bottom of the tree toward the top.
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A loop occurs only when an object is indicated to be moved twice
on one branch of the tree. This can be ch.-ckea very easily by a matching
proses-, on the branch each time another object is added to the tree.
Com lt•tion of the Sequence
In the previous example tree generation was terminated when a
loop was detected. The solution is to niake a note that -whenever we are
trying to find a state space path to move B, the cost of moving A ini.st  be
made very high.
Now, with the cost of moving A very high, the cheapest path moves
B to the left 3 units. The cost of this is 12 units for pushing B pl.is 45 units
for moving through C, a total of 57 units. The tree is as shown in Fig. 10c.
Now we plan a path to move C; the cheapest is to push C 3 units tip.
The cost is 12 units for pushing G and 30 units for moving D, a total of 42
units.	 The tree is now as shown in Fig. 10d.
We find that moving; D will cost 12 units (for pushing it 3 spaces), ai.d
this will not require moving any more objects. The tree is now terminated
as shown in Fig. 10e. (The symbol 0 syinbolize3 this condition of tree ter-
mination).
We now move to the final validation phase. The calculated cost of
moving D is I2 snits. This cost replaces the estimated cost of moving D.
We next calculate the cost of moving C to be 12 units plus the 12 units for
moving D, a total of 24. The cost of moving B is 12 units plus the above
24, a total of 36. The cost for moving A is then 11 6 plus the above 3b, or
52. All of these costs represent the lowest cost ways to move each of these
objects, as calculated using the esti,ziated and calculated costs from above.
We have now verified that our plan for moving A to the goal will cost 52
units (plus some extra for moving the jaws around empty).
In order to better show how the validation phas, , will work, let us
consider the configuration shown in Fig. 11. The estimated costs of niovin);
the objects will be the same as in the previous example, except for C, D, E,
and H. The new estimated costs are
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Block C - 40 units
Block D - 40 units
Block E - 35 units
Block 1-i - 25 units
The tree generation proceeus as in the previous example. The
final tree is shown in Fig. 12a. The final validation will also proceed as in
the previous example;. The costs to move each object to an out of the way
place will be about 12 units. Since there are two more objects to be moved,
the total calculated cost of moving A will be i6 units (52 from the last
example plus 24). But out state space procedure would not settle on this
path since the cost of pushing A through F and then down to the goal is
69 units. The tree is changed to the configuration shown in Fig. 12b.
This tree is generated until it terminates as shown in Fig. 12c.
We now complete the validation. It will cost about 12 units apiece
to move blocks G and F out of the way. The cost to move A is calculated
to be 18 plus 24 or 42 units.
Notice a very important point. Because the estimate for moving F
was higher than the actual cost, in the first example we moved A along a
path which cost more than the minimum. 'The path chosen in the first
example cost 52 units. )
Order for Moving Objects
The process of deciding the order for moving several desired objects
uses the tree generated in the move planning stage. The basic idea is as
follows. First, any object in the group to be moved is picked as the one to
be moved first. Then the tree for moving this object is generated and
validated. Then the tree is checked to see if it requires moving any other
objects that we want to move. If it does, then we put them on a list in the
order in which they are to be moved. At the top of this list is the object
which we first picked to move. Now, we ;start at the bottom, of this list and
move the objects as indicated by the tree structure. After we have moved all
the objects on the list, we pick another object from the first list (if any are
left) and proceed in a similar fashion. We continue until all the objects we
want to move have been moved.
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RThe above processes work for a number of situations. It has not
yet been thoroughly tested; it also could be refine(' somewhat. Presently
there seems to be only one major drawback to the system. it :5 not a very
good system for nioving, objects into coryiplicated corntigi:rations(assembly-).
It is inuch better at moving objects out of con-,plicated configurat:Jns
(disassembly). Cne way to overconie this difficulty is to reverse the order
of niuving, when objects must ^o to a place. That is, plan to unrrncve objects
from the place, remeniber the path, and then execute the path in the rc-verse
direction. For example, if a block can be unpushed along a state space path.
frog ► a physical location, then the block can be pushed to the location in
physical space using the reverse state space plan.
One other tit of trickery needed is the 'temporary location`, which is
used to store objects. It has the useful property that when an object is 1 a
temporary location, iL will not interfere wilt the movement of other oboe
With this concept of temporary locations and the idea of moving thincs
backwards, fairly complex tasks call be undert.Aen.
A detailed verification of t'-ie systeni has yet to be performed. The
first step Iii this would be to draw a detailed flow chart of the systein. Then
it will be tested on sonie complex situations. The othc. r possibility for veri-
fication will be to show formally that for certain ty pes of object configurations
the system will always find a suitable solution.
Other P rogress
Other progress has been made in the following areas, but will not be
reported in detail. First, some thought has been given to the process of
moving objects into goal positions by first putting together subassemblies,
and then moving these into the desired goal positions.
Second, time was spent developing foriizlilas for enumerating the
number of possible ways of performing manipulation tasks.
Third, thoughthas been given to caving a 'contest' between the ccanputer
system and a human in performing some .manipulation tasks. Presumably,
the coniputer wili take longer so some aspect of the task will have to be
incorporated that lengthens the time it takes the hunian to complete the task.
30
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tA good possibility for this would be a time delay. Another possibility for
a content will be to let the human make certain decisions for the coniputer
system and measure the time the system requires to solve problems under
these conditions.
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B. 1. Behavioral Scurres of Suboptimal Human PerformaLire in Discrete
Control Tasks. - D.C. Miller
A doctoral thesis was subir_itted in December 1968. The abstract
follows:
"The time-optimal state regulation of a second order system has
been investigated as an example of a discrete control task. This
task requires the hum:-.n controller to observe a set of displayed
system state variables and to execute precisely tinted control
actions in order to bring the system to rest at a specified refer-
ence state in mii:*mum ti:. e. For each of the systems used,
there exists a well-defined optimal strategy with which the human
controller's performance can be compared.
Three subjects were thoroughly trained in the control of two
systems: a pure inertia system (the double integrator) and an
undamped oscillator system. Several different displays were
einployed, which ranged from a switch curve display (in which
the optimal strategy was explicitly indicated) to a single variable
display (in whi(-Ii the subject had to remember and execute the
optimal strategy with no aids whatsoever).
The subjects' performances were found to be nearly optimal,
even with the simplest displays. Departures from optimality
occurred primarily as small, random deviations. The causes
for these deviati-ans have been modeled in terms of the sensory
judgments, calculations, and decisions which the human controller
must perform In order tc execute the optimal strategy. The res-
ponse task has been treated as a suet of subtasks which can be
combined in a rational, self-consistent way to account for his
performance with each display. The values calculated for the
subtask model parameters have been found to be quite consistent,
in general, with tt;e results reported by other researchers;.
The implications of the results of this investigation for the
design of displays for discrete control tasks and for the modeling
of complex response tasks are discussed. The model is tested by
using it to predict the accuracy of starlandmark. sextant sightit ►gs
with the Apollo navigational system. The model predictions agree
well with the published results of experiments with thi3 system. "
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B.2. Limited Preview Goal Directed Maze Solver .-W. H. Vickers
Most of my work in the past term has been toward developing a
maze display prograni for taking human data on the PDP-8. A previous
display program had the general features but did not have enough flexi-
bility fir the experiments I want to run. The basic display consists of a
point which represents the goal and a point which represents your current
location and it shows an x in each blocked location that is either within
your preview or has been within your preview. Unblocked states and
states that have not yet been seen are not displayed at all. This new
program has much more flexibility in the choice of experiments than did
my previous display program. In addition, I have revised completely the
method of generating scope points so as to make the display flicker-free
even when there are many points being displayed.
The features which add to experimenting flexibility are as follows:
1. The size of preview can be increased or decreased one uniL
at 'a time during all experiment. This allows the subject to
change his look-ahead as he proceeds through the experiment.
This in turn allows me to perform experiments where there is
a c y st of looking as well as moving. The way the prearam is
now set up however, the preview stays at the new value until
it is changed again. So there may be a tendency for a subject
to have some "inertia" to change, and he may keep his preview
too large (too costly) rather than change back. Possibly a
better way w-uld have been to have the preview revert to its
base value as soon as a "move" command is given.
2. In addition to changing the preview size, sorre sort of focusing
ability is needed. To accomplish this, prevision has been made
for allowing the subject to type in 3 specific location relative to
his current location (i. e. , +5, -2) and receive a preview of what
is at that location. One problem %% ith this method is that nothing
at all will happen if the specified lc. cation is empty and this may
be somewhat confusing to the stib .ie t. Phis method of achievini
focus is not reall y ideal because it -s some ,,% • hat cumbersome to use.
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EPossibly a light pen would be better, but with the equipment
at hand this is the most feasible programming method.
3. 'Phis progrwn has been designed to have a flexible keyboard
in the sense that move commands can be put in from the 4
center keys (i. e. , U, NIA, H, K ,` r which look more like up,
down, left, right than the real positions of U, U, L, R. The
type-out however is programmed to be U, D, L, R so g hat the
command history is readable.
4. The expe rimerte r can choose to display only the current
prAview, or the whole past history or anything in between.
This allows forgetting on the part of the subject. The amount
of old display can be changed at will by the subject 3o that he
can wipe out old and irrelevant information and keep the screen
relatively uncluttered. This also allows some testing of hove
relevant the old information really is. Unrortunately there is
no way to recover the old data if it is thrown out.
S. Finally, this display program is set up to take the basic maze
data from a flexible source (i. e. , generated in real time from a
random number generator or taken from a pre-stored table which
may be kept on tape. This permits storing up interesting mazes
and in particular it permits storing correlated niazes which really
have to be generated ahead of time.
Program to Generat e a Correlated lviaze
In experiments with the old display program I found that most un-
correlated mazes tended to fall into two extremes: either they were mostly
uninteresting or they were impossible to solve. 'There was a very narrow
range of probability in which some interesting mazes could be io.ind. The
problem with using correlated mazes is that it is hard to treat them theore-
tically. I have found a way to generate corrt-:.tted mazes that- .;dlows theore-
tical treatment. This is to have the probability that a state is blocked, p(x, y),
be a function of the state of its nearest neighbors. Then in the theory you can
estimate p(x, y) based on what you can see around the state (x, y). To generate
mazes based on this correlation scheme requires iterating over a section of
maze. In other words we assunzu some reasonable initial configuration of
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blocked states (possibly from the uncorrelated random maze generator)
then for each state (x, y) we decide upon a probability of it being blocked
and use this probability to determine whether it is to be in fact blocked for
the next iteration. I have not looked at how fast this process converges or
if it even does always converge because it is a side issue. I have however
written a Fortran program on the I BO to carry out the computation and
simulate the process.
Experimental Procedure
The information I want to derive from the experiments on people
is basically twofold. First, I want quantitative data on the over all per-
formance so that I car, compare people with various algorithms on the same
(.:ass of mazes. Secondly, I would like to be able to infer decision rules,
at least qualitatively, so that they can help in designing a good heuristic
model. The way I plan to check my inferences is to run the computer model
through the same set of mazes as the human. A simple cross-correlation
of move data will tell us something but it will not show that the two decision
rules are really the same. There does not appear to be a really satisfactory
way to correlate this data at least at present.
The main independent variables of the experiments can be divided
into two groups: those related to the maze itself and those related to the
maze solver. The variables of the inaze are 1) over all probability (a priori)
that a state is blocked; 2) the correlation between states,	 i.e. ,	 p(A is blocked I
B is blocked); 3) tyre of goal, i. e. ,	 single point, straight line,	 region,	 etc. ;
and 4) stability of the maze over time, For the maze solver, the main variables
are 1) arr ►ount of preview, i.e. , total number of new states seen each step;
2) amount of focus allowed, i.e., can he choose which states to look at; and
3) any tinie constraint.
It is much too large an undertaking to attempt to do a complete set
of expe.-iments, varying each of these independent variables. In any case
the incremental information gained from the additional experiments is not
worth the effort. Therefore, I propose to undertake a maximum of five
experimental conditions chosen so as to be representative of all combinations.
Some variables are to be held constant throughout these experiments, in
particular, the goal is a single point and the maze is static. These experi-
mental conditic.ia will now be described along with the results I would expect.
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1. Fixed Preview, No Correlation, No 'I inie Constraints
This is the base experiment and the others are looked on as
deviations front this. I will vary the probability of states being blocked
and the preview between experiments but during an experinient these are
constant. The independent variables are the length of the path the subject
takes and the time he takes. I expect to vet curves like this:
Preview	 Prob, of being blocked
,a
	
	 These conditions are the most amenable to , nmparison with
computer models and initially I plan to run the models only on this set of
conditions. The data from this set of conditions should be sufficient to
show the value of giving peopie more preview and the computer model's
data should be sufficient to determine the trade-off between path length
and computation time for various algorithms.
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f2. Fixed-Preview, No Correlation, Some Time Constraint
The plain effect of a time constraint is to li.tnit a subject's per-
formance at large preview where he will not be able to process all he
sees fast enough to use it effectively. We might be able to predict his
limiting performance from looking at his performance on the base ex-
periment with his average time per move the saiiie as the constrained
rime.
L,/ 'Reawet der wawt
LMI^ 
.- With time constraint
Without constraint
(Base expt. )
Preview
3. Fixed-Preview, Some Correlation, No Time Constraint
The correlation should aid the hLunan somewhat and it should im-
prove his performance relative to crude heuristic methods. Optimal
methods should improve relative to people since )eople will not be able
to use the information as well as they could. Correlation should do
roughly the same thing as inc-easing the effective preview. It might be
possible to calculate some effective preview from the two-dimensional
auto co: relation function and to use this as the equivalent preview for the
base experiment.
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4. Adjustable Preview, No Correlation, No Time Constraint
In this experiment the subject can change his preview making it as
large or as small as he likes. However, he is charged proportional to his
average preview as well as his path length. For a given probability of
states being blocked we can get expected path length, L, as a function of
preview from the base experiment. We know how much v& a are charging for
preview sc we can calculate the best value of preview to pick if we had only
one choice for the experiment and could not change during; the experiment.
preview
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V►'e wou'.d expect the subject to pick this best value on :he average but
would not expect a substantial variation from it. This variation would
lead to a lower total cost than we have calculated because the subject
would use his variation to advantage.
5. Focus Allowed. No. Correlation, No Tirne Constraint
The experimental procedure is as follows:
Allow the subject a limited amount of free preview, which
could be as small as 1 unit. Allow him an unlimited number
of looks at specific locations but charge him for each of those,
From a theoretical standpoint the subja^t should continue to use
his "looks" until the incremental expected value oi saltiple information
(EVSI) falls below the cost of each look, where / nieans "contigent upon",
the EVSI = Path length/no look - Path length/lo k
= PL/no look - p • PL blocked - (1 - p) • PL free
The expected path length is difficult to calculate as my previous memos
have pointed out, but some approximation will probably do for this cal.:u-
lation. Note that these smile considerations apply to the adjustable preview,
but not to the focus expe riment (4).
I should be able to get some over all measure of the value of being
able to focus; this might be done by looking at the path length versus total
states seen for both (4) and (5).
Total nuizl be r of
states seen
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I have found it niaze solving procedure % hich uses a short preview
and is ,uarant:eed to find the goal if a path exists and no obstacles are
ii-►finitely lar,,,e or infinitely thin. This method was described by L. Y. Liin+.
It gives up some desirable properties in favor of computational simiplicity
and very sniall meniory requirement.. In this procedure, when the solver
gets to an obstacle it records its distance from: the goal and then proceeds
around the obstacle to the left (arbitrary). It will let go of the obstacle if
it can move closer to the ,oal than it was before it first encountered the
obstacle. In this way it can be sure of getting out of a cul de sac anci a.11
that it has to ren-► en:,bei is the closest distance to the goal that it has yet
approached. 'There are some obvious problems, however. First, the
algorithm fails if there is m infinite barrier, even if there is a simple
wav to avoid it. Even if we require all obstacles to be finite the algorithm
will often take the long way around because it eisentialiy is inflexible
•	 enought to turn around once it has made a decision.
G^- -^— 4
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This algorithm is however the simplest I have seen and is fairly interesting
from the standpoint that a really tiny computer could implement it even if
the workspace is large.
+ Lim, L.
	 , "A Pathfinding Algorithm: for a Myopic Robot", NASA Fecn.
Report 32-1288, 1968.
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B. 3. Task Complexity and Perforniance - W.L. Verplank
Transition from automatic to manual control will be seen by the
vehicle operator as an abrupt change in task complexity, from very easy
to difficult. It has been proposed that tie rate of information transmitted
by the driver front the road to his automobile or by the pilot front his dis-
plays to his aircraft is the west description of task difficulty or work-load
fromwhich to predict performance For example, a very low information
transmission rate can cause a lack of vigilance and correspondingly in-
creasing response latencies. The questions of how task complexity affects
performance and how to describe driving in terms. of information theory
are being; examined in a thesis-in-progress by W. L. Verplank.
The first question considered was how different sources of un-
certainty (or information) contribute to task difficulty. In a simple
repetitive, forced pace stimulus-response task, it was shown that the
operators uncertainty about which response would be required had roughly
three times the effect in lengthing reaction time than did his uncertainty
about whet_ the stimulus would occur. Thus, as expected, different sources
of task complexity Dave different effects on one simple but most important
measure of perforniance, reaction time.
The subject's temporal uncertainty is not only a function of the
task, but also a function of his own accuracy in estimating time. A
second set of experiments is planned to check various ways of modeling
this internal uncertainty
T1.e first set of experiments was reported in a paper presented
to the 5th Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control at L4. I. T.
in March 1969. The payer was co-authored by W. Verplank and W. R.
Ferrell and entitled, "Combining Position and Time Uncertainty in a
Sequential Reaction-Time Task.
RTwo-Person Games with Continuous Variables. - B.S. Ingram
A computer program was developed to allow two pla y ers to input
strategies uid observe payo.ffs in a Prisoner `s Dilemma game situation
in .vhich the passible strategies , nd payoffs xere continuous variables.
The payoff for player X was (b + X-Y - XY/8), where Y's payoff .vas
s)r metric al. Subjects adjusted knohs and observed displays of their
own and their opponents moves continuously, so Coat no information was
withheld. Trajectories of experiments run over tinie were recorded.
Results indicated that experii-rents of this type are ;p ractical when
constraints are placed on the rate of payoff change (in tl;is case at one
second intervalF). Certain characteristic modes of behavior were ob-
served. Subjects tended to accwilulate payoffs less than they could h,ve
cinder pure cooperation. While it is possible that one of the players in a
game by shrewd playing could obtain a payoff greater than the one of pure
cooperation, it is clear that players did not tend to converge to what might
appear to be an obvious optimal (cooperative) strategy.
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